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Abstract
Within the framework of staircase infinitely deep (SIW) potential well model the
effect of dielectric constant mismatch between the size-quantized s miconducting
wire, coating and surrounding environment on impurity binding energy is considered.
Calculations are done in both the absence and presence of magnetic field applied
along the wire axis. By the variation method the dependences of binding energy of
hydrogen-like impurity located on the wire axis on the alloy concentration, effective
mass ratio, dielectric constant mismatch and magnetic field are found for the GaAs-
Ga Al Asx x1-  system.
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21. Introduction
Many researchers are interested in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) and quasi-zero-
dimensional (Q0D) nanoheterostructures because of the scientific aspects of the
phenomena and the extraordinary possibilities of numerous applications [1-3].  The
properties of these kinds of structures are due to their geometrical sizes and forms,
and their component characteristics. As a consequence the electron gas topology for
nanoheterostructures becomes a new degree of freedom [4-7].
In designing the semiconductor he e ostructures it is important to take into
account the difference of its dielectric constants (DC).
As it is known in most semiconductors the DC 10³c , therefore the Coulomb
interaction of charge carriers with the impurity cente  is reduced, and the energy of
binding states has characteristic values of about a few meV.
In low-dimensional systems the interaction between charged particles increases
with the decreasing of characteristic dimensions of the system, since the field of
charges in the surrounding medium begins to play a marked role.
If the DC of the environment is less than the DC of the system, the interaction
becomes stronger than in the uniform system. In the quasi-two-dimensional system
size quantized semiconductor layer, the mismatch of the DC-s is taken into account in
the works [8-11].
Many papers are devoted to the study of impurity states in Q1D
nanoheterosystems, but in the most of them the DC mismatch inside and outside the
quantum well wires is neglected [4,5,7,12]. The effect of DC mismatch GaAs
rectangular quantum wire surrounded byGa Al Asx x1-  on electron and shallow donor
impurity states in the case of both finite and infinite potential barier is studied in [13].
3In this paper we report the calculation of the interaction of two charged particles
in the circular semiconductor wire with the coating in the environment surrounding
the system. The calculations are done with regard to DC mismatch of the wire,
coating and surrounding medium and its effect on binding energy of the impurity
center located on the wire axis is considered. The effect of the magnetic field applied
in direction of the wire axis on binding energy with presence of DC mismatch is
studied as well.
2. Impurity center potential
Consider the system consisting of the semiconducting wire of radius 1R , with the
DC 1c , having the coating of radius 2R  and the DC 2c , immersed in the infinite
environment with the DC 3c  (Fig. 1, a).
Solving Poisson’s equation for the above mentioned nonhomogeneous system
taking into account standard continuity conditions on the interfaces of “wire-coating”
( 1Rr = ) and “coating-environment” (2Rr = ) we get the expression for the potential
of impurity center as:
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where mI  and mK  are the modified Bessel functions of the second and third kinds of
m-th order, respectively.
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In the case of a homogeneous system ( 321 ccc == ), using Eq. (2)-(7) and the
equation ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) xxIxKxIxK /10110 =+  , it can be found, that 031 == NN and
142 == NN . From Eq.(1) follows the well known expression for the potential in the
environment for each value of r :
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Note, that to the three different cases: 321 ccc ¹= , 321 ccc =¹ , 321 ccc ¹¹  at
¥®2R , corresponds the same physical situation: wire in the infinite environment
with a different DC. In the above considered cases, from Eq. (1)-(7) follow the
known expressions for the potential of point charge in the wire ( Rr £ ) and
surrounding environment ( ¥<£ rR ) (see, e.g. [14]).
3. Binding energy calculation
In the considered system, within the framework of the SIW model the potential
energy of an electron is of the form (Fig. 1, b):
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5where V0 is the value of the potential energy jump at the boundary of the wire and the
coating layer. Within the framework of effective mass approximation the electron
states in SIW are studied in [15].
To calculate the impurity binding energy following [7, 15], we take the ground
state trial wave function in the form:
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were J m is the Bessel function of the first kind, m-th order, l  is the variational para-
meter, Bary= , BaRy 11 = , BaRy 22 = , RE10ea = , ( ) 11002 mvm eb -= ,
10e  is the electron ground state energy in the SIW without impurity, mi  is the
effective mass of an electron in the wire (i = 1) and in the coating (i = 2),
REVv 00 = , 
2
11
2 emaB ch=  and 
2
1
24
1 2 chemER =  are the effective Bohr radius
and  effective Rydberg energy in the wire respectively, N is the normalization
constant,
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The binding energy of the impurity is defined as the difference of the ground
state energy of the system without impurity, i.e., e10, and the ground state energy
( )21, yye  with impurity:( ) ( )e e eb y y y y1 2 10 1 2, ,= - .
Turning to the dimensionless parameters and using the expression (1) one can get
for the binding energy:
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When m m1 2= , 321 ccc ==  and R2 ® ¥  from formula (13) follows the result
of work [7]. However, if m m1 2¹ , then at R2 ® ¥  from (13) we obtain an expression
differing from the one in [7] by the first term in the square brackets which means the
decrease of the binding energy in compared with the [7] result.
4. Calculation of the binding energy in a magnetic field
Electron states in SIW in the presence of magnetic field, applied along the wire
axis, were examined [16], and for the eigenvalues of energy was found the
expression:
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where cmeHc 1/=w  is the cyclotron frequency, n and l  are the principal and orbital
quantum numbers, respectively. The quantum numbers ln,a and ln,b  are determined
7from the continuity condition of the logarithmic derivative of the wave functions at
1Rr = . Following to [16, 17] we take the ground state trial wave function in the form:
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where ( )xbaF ;,  and ( )xbaU ;,  are the confluent hypergeometric functions [18], BN
is the normalization constant, BB 10aº , 
BB
10bb º   ([16]),
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where  ( ) 21/eHcac h=  is the magnetic length. Using expression (1), after some
transformations we get for the binding energy:
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with the following notations:
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5. Discussion of results
The expressions, obtained in parts 2-4 generally solve the problem of finding the
effect of dielectric constants of wire, coating and surrounding environment, and alloy
concentration and magnetic field on binding energy of the impurity center. In
numerical calculations carried out for the GaAs wire coated by AsAlGa xx-1  the
following values of parameters have been used ([19]): »RE 5.2meV, Ba =104Þ,
01 067.0 mm = , ( ) 02 083.0067.0 mxm +=  ( 0m  is the free electron mass) and
exQV 247.10 = eV ( 6.0=eQ  is the conduction-band discontinuity fraction) for the
concentration x within the limits 45.00 ££ x . Note that in the calculations we
neglect the role of the Ã-Õ mixing, which in the GaAs- AsAlGa xx-1  systems begins
to play a decisive role for the values 50<R Þ and 5.0>x .
In Fig. 2 the impurity binding energy dependence on the wire radius for various
values of alloy concentration x a d DC 2c  and 3c  is presented for BaR =2 . From
the comparison of curve groups 1, 2, 5 and 3, 4, 6 it follows, that as the alloy
concentration x increases the maximums of the curves shift to the wire axis. The
increase of binding energy is conditioned by the decrease of the electron localization
region in consequence of increasing potential barrier height at the border of the wire
9and the coating, and the strengthening of the system inhomogeneity in consequence
of coating and surrounding environment DC changes.
The curves 1 ( 1,0=x ) and 3 ( 3,0=x ) correspond to the model calculations for a
fully uniform system with the DC 18,13=c .
From comparison of curves 2 and 4 it follows that at 06,103 =c (AlAs) the
change of alloy concentration from 0,1 to 0,3 (the DC of coating decreases by about
5%) increases the binding energy by 27%.
Because of small linear dimensions of the system (BaRR ~21 £ ), the impurity
center field is concentrated out of the wire, essentially in the surrounding
environment, so the DC changes of environment have a considerable effect on
binding energy. Indeed, from the comparison of curves 1 and 2 follows, that at
1,0=x  312,02 =Dc , 12,33 =Dc , and the relative change of binding energy is about
14%. At  936,02 =Dc , 12,33 =Dc  (curves 3 and 4), this change is about 16%. So,
one can get that relative change of binding energy corresponding to the coating DC
change 624,0~2 =Dc  with width 80max,12 »- RR Å, is about 2%. If the system is in
the vacuum (curves 2 and 5), then 06,93 =Dc  and the relative change of binding
energy at 1,0=x  equals 2,8, and at 3,0=x   (curves 4 and 6) is about 2,24. Note, that
the decreasing of the relative change of binding energy is conditioned by the electron
removal to the wire axis, at the same time, away from the environment border.
With the wire radius increasing the effect of the DC mismatch on binding energy
decreases, and the minimums at BaR 9,01 » , caused with the effective mass mismatch
([15]), are smoothed (the more is the inhomogeneity, as smoothed the minimums).
The dependence of binding energy be  on coating radius 2R  is examined, too.
For a fixed value of 1R , eb ( 1R , 2R ) has a maximum at 12 RR =  and then falls
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abruptly, tending to the value at ¥®2R . The curves corresponding to large values
of x, and bigger values of 2c  and 3c  (at fixed x) decrease relatively slowly.
In Fig. 3 the impurity center binding energy dependence on the wire radius is
shown for the wire in an infinite environment (¥®2R  curves 1 and 2) and for SIW
at BaR =2  (curves 3 and 4) at 3,0=x . Curves 1 and 3 correspond to the model
calculation with 18,1321 == cc  and 18,13321 === ccc  respectively. As one can
see from fig. 3, when we take into account wire and coating DC mismatch (12 cc < )
the binding energy in SIW (curve 4) is always greater than for the wire in the infinite
environment (with 2c , curve 2). But with the wire radius increasing the role of DC
mismatch decreases faster for the wire in the infinite environment than in SIW
(curves 2 and 1).
In Fig. 4 the impurity center binding energy dependence on the wire radius is
presented for various values of magnetic field at 3.0=x , BaR =2 , 12 mm ¹ . With the
increase of B  the binding energy increases quickly within the region BaR 1.01 £  and
BaR 6.01 ³  and slowly in the region BB aRa 5.02.0 1 ££ . Such behaviour of binding
energy is the consequence of the fact that at BB aRa 5.02.0 1 ££  the size-quantization
prevails the magnetic one. As was noted above (fig. 2), the m nimums at BaR 9,01 » ,
caused by the effective mass mismatch in the wire and coating, are smoothed because
of the systems inhomogeneity. With the increase of B  the depth of minimum
becomes smaller and tends to zero because the strong field localizes ectron in the
near axis region. As one can see, this minimums completely vanish for the
heterostructure GaAs- AsAlGa 3,07,0 -vacuum at 25=B T, and for GaAs-
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AsAlGa 3,07,0 - AlAs at 50>B T, since the impurity field in the main is in the
surrounding medium because of the small sizes of the system.
For the fixed value of 1R  be  has a maximum at 12 RR =  and then falls abruptly,
tending to the limit as ¥®2R . The curves corresponding to the large values of B
and 2c , 3c  (for fixed x) decrease relatively quickly.
In Fig. 5 the impurity center binding energy dependence on magnetic field is
presented for various parameters values of the problem. From co parison of the
curves 1 ( 1,0=x ) and 2 ( 3,0=x ), to which corresponds the model calculation
18,1332 == cc , and for 3 and 4, 5 and 6, follows that the be  rise velocity depending
on B , decreases with the alloy concentration rise, owing to the increase of the
potential barier on the border between the wire and the coating. Although with the
increase of B  the electron localization radius in the wire axis region decreases, at the
fixed x, with the decreasing of 2c  (curves 1 and 3, 2 and 4) and 3c  (curves 3 and 5,
4 and 6) the rise velocity be  increases depending on B . This is the consequence of
field concentration in the main in surrounding medium.
6. Conclusion
Thus, according to the obtained results, the regard of wire, coating and
environment DC mismatch can appreciably effect on the binding energy of the
impurity center, and this effect increases with the rise of system inhomogeneity,
caused both by the increase of alloy concentration and the decrease of the DC of
coating and environment. When we take into account the DC mismatch, the binding
energy is higher in the SIW, than in the infinite environment surrounding the wire,
however the last system is more sensible to i homogeneity.
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The presence of a magnetic field leads to a rise of the binding energy, at that its
velocity rise depending on magnetic field increases both with the decreasing alloy
concentration and the decreasing DC of coating and environment.
According to the obtained results one can ascertain, that the neglecting of
dielectric mismatch of the system in calculating binding energy leads to considerable
errors, especially when the wire radius is decreasing and the alloy concentration is
increasing.
13
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2. The impurity center binding energy dependence on wire radius
( BaR =2 , 18,131 =c ).
Fig. 3. The impurity center binding energy dependence on the wire radius is shown
for the wire in an infinite environment (¥®2R  curves 1 and 2) and for SIW at
BaR =2  (curves 3 and 4).
Fig. 4. The Impurity center binding energy dependence on the wire radius for various
values of magnetic field at 3.0=x , BaR =2 .
Fig. 5. The impurity center binding energy dependence on magnetic field for various
parameters of problem: BaR 75,01 = , BaR 5,12 = , 18,131 =c :
1,0=x :   1. 18,1332 == cc , 3. 868,122 =c , 06,103 =c , 5. 868,122 =c , 13 =c :
3,0=x :   2. 18,1332 == cc , 4. 244,122 =c , 06,103 =c , 6. 244,122 =c , 13 =c .
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